The arithmetic dilemma when defining thinness, overweight and obesity in stunted populations
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Abstract

Background Critical cut-off values of BMI-for-age z-scores (BAZ) are used to define “thinness”, “overweight” and “obesity”, but the validity of these cut-off values needs to be questioned in populations that are shorter or taller than the reference. We hypothesized that the prevalence of thinness, overweight, and obesity depends on population height and performed a random simulation.

Methods We created virtual child populations aged 2–10 years with normally distributed height expressed as height-for-age z-scores (HAZ) and weight expressed as weight-for-age z-score (WAZ), based on WHO growth standards and references, with a correlation r=0.7 between height and weight. We adjusted weight-for-height and calculated BAZ.

Results BAZ depends on height and age. In short children (mean HAZ=-2 to HAZ=-3), the prevalence of thinness falls to less than 1% in the youngest and rises up to 10% (mean HAZ=-2) and up to 13% (mean HAZ=-3) at age 10 years. The prevalence of obesity rises to up to 7% in the shortest and youngest and falls close to zero at age 10. Short young children and tall older children are more prone to be misclassified as overweight.

Conclusions The prevalence of thinness, overweight and obesity depends on height and age. The coexistence of being short and being overweight – currently referred to as “double burden of malnutrition” – needs consideration as to what extent this condition is a health issue or reflects calculation artefacts. The arithmetic dilemma particularly affects young children in short populations. We suggest abstaining from defining “thinness”, “overweight”, or “obesity” by BMI z-scores. Different states of under- and malnutrition should rather be classified by direct or indirect measures of body fat.

Take home message for students For arithmetic reasons, the prevalence of thinness, overweight and obesity when defined by z-scores for BMI strongly depends on average population height and age.
Introduction

Short people tend to be lighter than tall people. The coefficient of correlation within same age cohorts of children slightly depends on age but for practical reasons may be considered close to \( r=0.7 \) (Mumm and Hermanussen 2021). This applies to both absolute height (cm) and weight (kg) as well as to height-for-age z-values (HAZ) and weight-for-age z-values (WAZ). Due to this association, many children in Low and Middle Income Countries (LMIC) are not only short (yielding an apparently high prevalence of stunting), but also tend to be low in weight (yielding an apparently high prevalence of underweight) when referred to WHO height and weight for age standards (WHO 2006) and references (WHO growth reference 2007; WHO Multicentre Growth Reference Study Group 2006). Stunting is conventionally attributed to poor nutrition, repeated infection, and inadequate psychosocial stimulation. The prevalence of stunting is often used in public health and medicine, by governmental and health organizations, and also by the United Nations agencies, as the common yardstick to assess and monitor child health and development (Zorlu 2011). Meanwhile, over 140 countries employ WHO growth standards and references. Being short and light does not automatically imply a low body mass index (BMI, weight divided by the square of height). The BMI is commonly used as an indicator to define the nutritional status (CDC 2015). Yet, many stunted populations around the world are normal in BMI despite increasing prevalence of overweight and obesity in recent years (NCD Risk Factor Collaboration 2017). The BMI is a ratio and depends on both height and weight. This is trivial but it needs to be considered as changing either one of the two parameters affects this ratio. Critical cut-off values of BMI z-scores are used to define “thinness” (BMI-for-age z-values (BAZ) below -2SD) (Cole and Lobstein 2012), “overweight” (BAZ above +1 SD) and “obesity” (BAZ above +2 SD) also in children (de Onis and Lobstein 2010). As BMI depends on both height and weight, it is essential to clarify whether BMI cut-off values also apply for populations that are on average shorter or taller than the reference they are compared. For arithmetic reasons, being short or tall may affect the density distribution of the BMI and, thus, may lead to misclassification of the nutritional status. We hypothesize that the prevalence of thinness, overweight, and obesity is not independent of the average height of the population.

Methods

Body height tends to follow a standard normal (Gaussian) distribution in a homogeneous, well-nourished population. This proposition, advanced by Quetelet in 1835 and established more systematically by Galton and Pearson half a century later (Tanner 1981), is largely accepted. We follow this notion and created an initial virtual population of girls and boys aged 2 – 10 years with standard normally distributed height expressed as height-for-age z-scores (HAZinit) based on WHO growth
standards and references. HAZinit has a standard normal distribution with \( \bar{x}_{\text{init}}=0 \), and SD=1. Each child was then assigned a weight-for-age z-score (WAZinit) that was related to HAZinit with \( r=0.7 \) (Mumm and Hermanussen 2021). WAZinit had a standard normal distribution with \( \bar{x}_{\text{init}}=0 \) and SD=1, too.

In a second step, the initial population was transferred into the final populations by adding an integer constant (-4, -3, ... +1, +2) to the HAZinit of each child. We considered this range relevant as it includes the average height of the shortest (Walker et al. 2006) and the tallest human populations (Fredriks et al. 2000). The final populations differed in mean height, but their density distributions still equaled the initial HAZinit distribution. One may do so as density distributions of height are quite independent of mean height, with very similar standard deviations in short and tall populations (Eveleth and Tanner 1990). Shifting the density distribution of height along the x-axis, thus, neither affects height variation nor the correlation between final HAZ (HAZfinal) and WAZinit.

Short people tend to be lighter than tall people. Creating populations of different height, thus, requires weight adjustment. Yet, as weight density distributions are skewed, linearly shifting z-score distributions of weight will lead to “shrinkage” or “expansion” of the z-distributions, depending on whether shifting to the left or to the right.

Weight-for-height tables can solve the problem, but weight-for-height tables are not available for all ages. Thus, we introduced an auxiliary step and made use of the concept of height-age. Height-age is that age that corresponds to the child’s height.
when plotted at the 50th percentile. E.g. if a group of girls is on average 126.6 cm tall, the group is considered to have a “height-age” of 8 years irrespective of their calendar age. For 8-year-old girls, WHO weight-for-age references give a median weight of 25.0 kg suggesting that 25.0 kg is the “appropriate average weight-for-height” of a group of 126.6 cm tall girls.

The simulation (Figure 1) includes:

1. The blue box indicates the initial virtual population of boys and girls (cohort size N=10,000), aged 2, 3, 4, ... 9, 10 years. Each child was assigned an initial height-for-age z-score (HAZinit), with \( \bar{x}_{init}=0 \) and \( SD=1 \), and a weight-for-age z-score (WAZinit), with \( \bar{x}_{init}=0 \) and \( SD=1 \), that correlated with HAZinit with \( r=0.7 \).

At this step, neither height (Hcm) nor weight (Wkg) of these children has been determined.

2. A population specific constant (-4, -3, -2 ... +1, +2) was added to HAZinit of each child, yielding the final populations of children. The final populations were on average shorter or taller than the initial population, with \( \bar{x}_{final}=-4, -3, ... +1, +2 \). The variance remained the same with \( SD=1 \).

3. The grey box indicates the conversion of the individual HAZfinal into height in cm (Hcm), based on WHO growth standards and references (green arrow). This step yields mean height (cm) of the final populations.

4. The yellow box indicates the concept of height-age. Mean population height is used to assign the assumed appropriate age for height.

5. The brown box indicates the final assignment of an “appropriate average weight-for-height” in kg via the appropriate height-age.

6. Orange boxes indicate variables obtained from WHO growth standards and references (WHO 2006; WHO growth reference 2007). L, S, and the population specific “appropriate average weight-for-height” are used to calculate weight in kg (Wkg) for each child by:

7. LMS method as described by Cole's LMS formula (Cole 1990):

\[
Y = M \times (z \times L \times S + 1)^{1/L}
\]

Y individual weight (Wkg)

M appropriate average population weight-for-height in kg

z WAZinit

L Box-Cox power to remove skewness (obtained from WHO weight-for-age tables)

S coefficient of variation (obtained from WHO weight-for-age tables)

This approach guarantees that in the final populations, individual height and weight still corresponded with the correlation \( r=0.7 \), regardless of average population height.

8. Brown boxes:

Individual BMI (kg/m²) was calculated from individual height (Hcm) and weight (Wkg), and converted into BMI-for-age z-scores (BAZ) according to WHO growth standards and references (WHO 2006; WHO growth reference 2007). The critical cut-off values of “thinness” (BAZ below -2 SD), “overweight” (BAZ above +1 SD) and “obesity” (BAZ above +2 SD) in the final short and tall populations defined the prevalence of thinness, overweight and obesity.

Simulation, analysis and graphics were handled with the programming language R (Goodreau et al. 2008; Handcock et al. 2008). R is Free Software under the terms of the Free Software Foundation’s GNU General Public License in source code from the R Foundation (The R Founda-
Figure 2 Density distributions of mean height-for-age z-scores (HAZ), mean weight-for-age z-scores (WAZ), and mean BMI-for-age z-scores (BAZ) in 10,000 simulated 5-year-old boys. HAZ, WAZ, and BAZ overlap in populations with median HAZ=0. The density distributions disintegrate when HAZ≠0.

Results

The density distributions of mean height-for-age z-scores (HAZ), mean weight-for-age z-scores (WAZ), and mean BMI-for-age z-scores (BAZ) overlap in populations with mean HAZ=0 (Figure 2). The density distributions disintegrate when HAZ0"; the sign for "does not equal zero" has disappeared. In the legend to Figure 2 it is still apparent. Density distributions of WAZ and, to a lesser extent, of BAZ shift to the left with decreasing HAZ and to the right with increasing HAZ.

BAZ depends on HAZ and WAZ. Short and light children have higher BAZ than tall and light children, the association, however, is not linear. The surface graphs (magic carpets) indicate that children with the same HAZ and WAZ appear increasingly thin when they get older (Figure 3). This is particularly relevant for tall children.

The age dependence of BAZ becomes more apparent when relating BAZ to age and HAZ (Figure 4). In a “normal” population, the prevalence of thinness is expected to be 2.3% (BAZ < -2), the prevalence of obesity 2.3% (BAZ > +2), and the prevalence of overweight plus obesity 15.9% (BAZ > +1). This should be true regardless of age and average population height. The magic carpets (surface graphs) should be horizontal without bumps and twists. However, this is not the case. Only populations with mean HAZ = 0 (“normal populations”) show the expected prevalences of thinness,
overweight and obesity. Magic carpets get strongly twisted when HAZ0 (Figure 4).
In short girls (mean HAZ=-2 to HAZ=-3), the prevalence of thinness falls to less than 1% in the youngest and rises to 10% (mean HAZ=-2) and to 13% (mean HAZ=-3) at age 10 years. Very similar results were obtained in the boys. On the other hand, the prevalence of obesity rises to up to 7% in the shortest and youngest and falls close to zero at age 10 years. Short young children and tall older children are more prone to be misclassified as overweight than short older children and tall younger children, simply for arithmetic reasons.

Figure 3 Surface graphs (magic carpets) of BMI-for-age z-scores (BAZ) in simulated child populations at age 4, 7, and 10 years. BAZ depends on age with highest curvature in both sexes at age 10 years.

Discussion

Short children are usually lighter than tall children, but the association between height and weight is not linear. The body mass index (BMI) depends on age and its density distribution is skewed. To account for sex dependence and skewness, modern references for BMI provide z-scores for BMI (BMI-for-age z-scores, BAZ) according to Cole’s LMS method (Cole 1990). BAZ are considered an appropriate tool for assessing the nutritional state. Critical cut-off values for BAZ define “thinness” (Cole and Lobstein 2012), “overweight” and “obesity” (de Onis and Lobstein 2010). In a “normal” population, thinness is expected to have a prevalence of 2.3%, obesity 2.3%, and overweight plus obesity 15.9%. These cutoff values are used by international health organizations (UNICEF 2020).

The present study confirms our hypothesis that the prevalence of thinness, overweight, and obesity is not independent of the average height of the population. This is particularly relevant in very short populations. Short young children are relatively too often misclassified as overweight, short older
children too often as thin. The present findings coincide with recent observations published by Ricardo and co-workers (Ricardo et al. 2021) who showed that “the overall prevalence of overweight declined with age from 6.3% for infants (aged 0–11 months) to 3.0% in 4 years olds” in children of Low and Middle Income Countries.

The coexistence of being short and being overweight is often observed and currently referred to as “double burden of malnutrition” (WHO 2016). It is considered a major public health challenge in many developing countries and has prompted hundreds of publications, including a recent meta-analysis in 595,975 children under five years from 65 LMICs (Akombi et al. 2019). We do not question that this combination does exists, but claims for “urgent need to strengthen existing policies on child malnutrition to integrate and scale up opportunities for innovative approaches which address the double burden of malnutrition in children under five years in LMICs” (Akombi et al. 2019) need careful reconsideration and differentiation as to what extent the “double burden of malnutrition” is a health issue and to what extent it reflects calculation artefacts.

On purpose, we limited the present study to the age range from 2 to 10 years as the rapid height and weight changes during infancy and puberty might unnecessarily complicate the simulation. Thus, we cannot form an opinion on statements referring to adolescents such as those published by Guedes and co-workers (Guedes et al. 2013) who wrote that “the low body weight/thinness for girls raised from 2.7% (7–10 years old) to 5.5% (15–17 years old); the body weight excess (overweight and obesity) decreased from 30.1 to 16.2% for the same age groups”. Nevertheless, it appears suggestive to assume that also these results may partially reflect the arithmetic dilemma when using global references for stunted populations.

Figure 4 Magic carpets (surface graphs) depicting the prevalence of the normal state, thinness, overweight+obesity, and obesity alone in simulated tall, normal and short child populations. Colors indicate percent. The shape of the magic carpets depends on age and mean population height. Short young and tall older children are more prone to be misclassified as overweight and obese than short older and tall young children.

**Conclusion**

The prevalence of thinness, overweight, and obesity when defined by z-scores for BMI, depends on average population height and age. The coexistence of being short and being overweight – currently referred to as “double burden of malnutrition” – is frequently observed but needs careful consideration as to what extent this condition is a health issue or reflects calculation artefacts. The arithmetic dilemma particularly affects young children in short populations. We therefore suggest abstain-
ing from defining “thinness”, “overweight”, or “obesity” by BMI z-scores. Different states of under- and malnutrition should rather be classified by direct or indirect measures of body fat, of which mid-upper arm circumferences (Hai et al. 2020) and other anthropometric variables and indices (Duggleby et al. 2009) have been suggested.
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